
“Move over, London, Los Angeles and maybe even New
York. Berlin, the art scene, is moving up the outside
track, a track of its own devising.” NY Times

“In her San Francisco debut, Finnish soprano Camilla
Nylund made a lovely Elsa (‘Lohengrin’), with a radiant
voice and assured stage presence.” 

San Francisco Examiner

“But right now and for the foreseeable future, the stup -
endous title role (‘Rienzi’) belongs to German heldentenor
Torsten Kerl. He is in full command… As an actor, he
simply eats up the stage.” Opera News

“In Stephen Gould, Bayreuth has one of the best Tann -
häuser’s for many years. His voice is powerful, beau tiful
and wonderfully even throughout his whole range.”

The Stage, London

“Both of the Berlin Staaskapelle concerts were a remin -
der that it has few peers among today’s European bands…
The performances under Daniel Barenboim were mag -
nif icent.” The Guardian

Emma Bell: “The British soprano rockets herself into the
Wagnerian premiere league with this performance.” 

London Times

“The unforgettable performances under Donald Run -
nicles marked one of Scotland’s proudest periods in
orchestra history.” The Guardian

Anita Rachvelishvili: “It’s hard to find a better singer
who possesses all the qualities needed for Carmen.” 

Opera News

O ur most recent sold-out visit to Berlin was for the
venerable Deutsche Oper’s superlative
production of Richard Wagner’s Ring Cycle,
with the Scottish conductor Donald Run nicles
in charge of an exceptional international cast.

Now we will return in May of 2019 for another not-to-
be-missed Wagner Festival offering four of his earlier
music-dramas. Beginning with his rarely staged Rienzi
(1842), the Deutsche Oper will also of fer Der
Fliegende Holländer (1843), the Dresden version of
Tannhäuser (1845), and Lohengrin (1850). Maestro
Runnicles is the company’s Music Director and will be
the conductor for ‘Lohengrin’. The outstanding
Wagnerian interpreters will include Torsten Kerl as
Rienzi; Catherine Foster, Falk Struckmann and Iain
Paterson in ‘Holländer’; Camilla Nylund, Anna
Smirnova, and Daniel Johansson in ‘Lohengrin’; and
Emma Bell, Stephen Gould and Simon Keenlyside
in ‘Tannhäuser’. 

Our tickets have already been confirmed. Because we
have enjoyed a rewarding relationship for many years,
our seats at the Deutsche Oper are the best we ever receive
in European houses. 

Two additional highlights will complete our musical
program. First, Maestro Runnicles will lead the
Deutsche Oper Orchestra in a per formance of
Gustav Mahler’s Symphony No. 6 (‘Tragic’). And our
final evening will mark our first return to the city’s
completely renovated Berlin Staatsoper on Unter den
Linden’, where the State Opera’s Music Director
Daniel Barenboim will be on the podium for works by
Mozart and Prokofiev. 

BERLIN WAGNER FESTIVAL
Monday, May 6th through Tuesday, May 14th
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Our daytime excursions will include visits to
the peerless European collections of the
Gemäldegalerie (‘Painting Gallery’) and
the celebrated antiquities of the Bode
Museum on Museum Island, as well as an
introductory tour of the major districts of the
city. To visit Berlin ‘after The Wall’ is a
revelation. Every traveler should discover the
thrill of walking through the Brandenburg
Gate and onto ‘Unter den Linden’ Boulevard
– past where The Wall formerly blocked all passage. The
survival, reconstruction and final reunion of Berlin add a moving
chapter to modern political history, now reinforced by the return
of the nation’s government to the Reichstag and other major
sites reflecting the city’s turbulent 20th century upheaval.

Early May is an ideal time to enjoy Berlin’s cafés, restaurants,
museums and shops during the Northern European spring,
before the busy summer tourist season.  

Monday, May 6th, depar ture from
New York’s Kennedy Airport at 8:44
pm on Delta Airlines flight #92, a
convenient direct flight to Berlin
arriving at the city’s Tegel Airport at
11:00 am on the morning of the 7th. Or
independent travel to Berlin.

Accommodations for a seven nights
with an elaborate buffet breakfast at
the Bristol Kempinski Hotel .
Combining old-world appointments
and personal service with renovated
furnishings, the Kempinski is a
famous landmark and meeting place
in Berlin. Located on the corner of the throbbing Kur  -
fürstendamm adjacent to the city’s prime shopping area, the
Kempinski features an indoor swimming pool and health club
(complimentar y for hotel guests) and several excellent
restaurants. The gourmet Grill Room remains open for late
suppers after the opera, and the convenient Eck Café on the
corner offers convenient snacks and all-day dining. All of our
rooms are confirmed in the hotel’s Deluxe category.

Tuesday evening, May 7th, a welcome reception in a private
entertainment area of the hotel will be an opportunity to meet
other members of the Tour prior. No performance this evening, to
allow you to recover from jet lag.

Mid-morning on Wednesday, May 8th, an orientation tour of
Berlin will introduce you to the various districts of the city. En
route we will view the major monuments along the famed
boulevard ‘Unter den Linden’ (‘Under the Linden Trees’), as
well as Potsdamer Platz, and several sections of the former
Wall. We will also pass the highly publicized Memorial to the
Murdered Jews of Europe. 

At 8:00 pm on Wednesday evening, our first event at the
Deutsche Oper will be a concert of Gustav Mahler’s full-length
Symphony No. 6 (‘Tragic’). The conductor will be Music Director
Donald Runnicles.

Thursday, May 9th, is left free for independent activities prior to
the evening’s opera. During the several free periods of our stay,
your individual outings should certainly include shopping along

the elegant Kur  fürstendamm and a
leisurely exploration of the huge ‘KaDeWe’
depar tment store (the ‘Kaufhaus des
Western’ or ‘Shopping House of the West’),
celebrated for its sumptuous food halls. You
can easily arrange with the concierge for a
day-tour to Potsdam, about an hour from
Berlin, where Frederick the Great’s Sans
Souci Palace is one of the Baroque
splendors of the 17th century, and where the

Four-Power agreement was signed at the end of World War II in
the Cecilienhof Prussian villa. The Zoo’s wide variety of
species in the heart of the city is a perennial attraction for
Berliners; and within a few blocks of our hotel is the haunting
Gedächtniskirche (Memorial Church), a symbol of the city’s
survival with the cobalt blue modern nave juxtaposed against the
bombed ruins of the original Gothic apse. 

At 7:30 pm on Thursday evening, we will return to the Deutsche
Oper for a performance of Richard Wagner’s early success, Der

Fliegende Holländer (‘The Flying
Dutchman’). The cast is headed by the
American soprano Catherine Foster
(Bayreuth’s acclaimed Brünnhilde) as
Senta, Scottish bass-baritone Iain
Paterson as the Dutchman, and
German bass Falk Struckmann as
Daland. The conductor is Axel Kober,
and the production is a revival of the
2017 staging directed by Christian
Spuck and designed by Rufus
Didwiszus. Sung in German with Eng -
lish and German surtitles. Per formed
without intermission. 

A traditional German post-opera dinner is arranged at Don
Giovanni, an intimate restaurant on Bismarkstrasse only a block
away from the Deutsche Oper. This atmospheric ‘ristorante’
specializes in outstanding Italian cuisine, and we have enjoyed
many pleasant evenings here.

Friday morning, May 10th, we will visit Berlin’s extraordinary
Gemäldegalerie (‘Painting Gallery’), which now houses most of
the Old Masters from the former Dahlem Museum. Major
works by Raphael, Rembrandt and Vermeer are included in this
priceless collection of Western art, which is particularly rich in
the Italian Renaissance and in the Dutch and Flemish Primitives
(van Eyck, van der Weyden and Breughel). 

At 7:30 pm on
Friday evening,
we will return to
the Deutsche
Oper for the rare
oppor tunity of
experi  encing a
per f  ormance of
Wag ner’s Rienzi.
Premiered in
1842, this five-act
‘great tragic opera’
(in Wag ner’s own
words) traces the
rise and downfall

Iain PatersonCatherine Foster
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of the 14th century Roman Tribune, Cola Rienzi, based on the
novel by Edward Bulwer-Lytton. The Italianate score is replete
with marches, ballets and the famous Prayer for the title-role
tenor (‘Allmächt’ger Vater’), but the excessive length and
demanding vocal writing have discouraged today’s companies
from staging it. We are grateful for the Deutche Oper’s three-
hour version, which will be conducted by Evan Rogister with
German heldentenor Torsten Kerl repeating his assumption
of the title role. The female contingent will include soprano
Elizabeth Teige as Rienzi’s sister Irene, and mezzo-soprano
Annika Schlicht in a ‘trouser portrayal’ as Adriano. The 2010
revival is directed by Philipp Stölzl and Mara Kurotschka,
wish scenic designs by Ulrike Siegrist and Philipp Stölzl.
Sung in German with English and German surtitles. 

On Saturday morning, May 11th, we will travel to Berlin’s
Museum Island to visit the renowned Bode Museum, housing
a vast collection of art from the ancient Mediterranean region.
Second only to the archaeological museum in Istanbul, the
various masterpieces include as the “Great Berlin Pyxis” ivory
carvings of early Byzantine applied ar t; Coptic Ar t of Late
Antiquity consisting of textiles, burial objects, and ceramics; and
Eastern Roman and Byzantine sculptures. (The Pergamon
Museum is adjacent to the Bode, but the colossal Pergamon Altar
is undergoing a five-year restoration.)

Early Saturday evening (6:30 pm
curtain), we look forward to the
Deutsche Oper’s performance
of Wagner’s towering music-
drama, Tannhäuser. The three-
act Dresden version begins with
the famously sensual Venusberg
bacchanal and closes with Tann -
häuser’s redemption following
Wolfram’s poignant Hymn to the
Evening Star and Elizabeth’s
emotional Prayer of intercession
(‘Allmächt’ge Jungfrau’). The title
role ranks with Tristan and
Siegfried among the ‘heaviest’ of
all Wagner’s heldentenors, and
the American Stephen Gould

heads tonight’s cast with his anguished portrayal. The dual
assignment of both Venus and Elizabeth will be a ‘tour-de-force’
for the British soprano Emma Bell, and the refined British
baritone Simon Keenlyside will reprise his
star turn as Wolfram. Stefan Blunier is the
conductor, and the 2008 production is be
the team of director Kirsten Hams and
designer Bernd Damovsky . Sung in
German with English and German surtitles. 

On Sunday, May 12th, a late lunch will be
arranged at the Opera Café adjacent to the
Deutsche Oper.   

After lunch on Sunday, an early 5:00 pm curtain will rise at the
Deutsche Oper for a revival of the 2012 production of Wagner’s
lyric ‘Romantic opera’, Lohengrin. Music Director Donald
Runnicles will be in charge, following his brilliant recent
interpretation of Wagner’s ‘Ring’. He has assembled an
international cast featuring the radiant Finnish soprano Camilla
Nylund as Elsa von Brabant (following her radiant Isolde

opposite Jonas Kaufmann at Carnegie Hall
last season), Russia’s mezzo-soprano Anna
Smirnova lending her penetrating voice to
her dark characterization of Or turd,
Swedish tenor Daniel Johansson as the
swan-knight Lohengrin, Swedish baritone
John Lundgren (Bay reuth’s distinguished
Wotan last summer) as Friedrich von
Telramund, and German bass Andreas
Bauer as King Heinrich. The director is
Kaspar Holten, and the sets are designed
by Steffen Aarfing. Sung in German with
English and German surtitles. 

Monday, May 13th, if a final free day for
sightseeing activities and shopping along
the Kurfürstendamm. 

At 7:30 pm on Monday evening, our week
will conclude with our long-awaited return to the Berlin
Staatsoper after the extensive renovation of this historic opera
house on Unter Den Linden. We are fortunate that the esteemed
Music Director Daniel Barenboim will be on the podium for
tonight’s orchestral concert by the Staatskapelle Berlin. The
program will include Small Suite for Strings by the late Greek
composer Nikos Skalkottas; Mozart’s mature Piano Concerto in
B-major, K. 595; and Sergei Prokofiev’s emotional Russian
cantata Alexander Nevsky. Barenboim will wear his vir tuoso
pianist’s hat as the soloist for Mozart’s concerto, and Prokofiev’s
cantata will feature the rich-voiced Georgian mezzo-soprano
Anita Rachvelishvili and the Staatsoper Choir. 

Tuesday, May 14th, departure from Berlin’s Tegel Airport at
12:55 pm on Delta Airlines flight #93, arriving at New York’s
Kennedy Airport at 3:58 pm. Or independent departure. 

Berlin 

Price per person, based on double occupancy                   $ 5,500*
Single supplement                                                                 $    750

Airfare NOT included.

Air fare: Prices are subject to change depending on time of
booking. Please contact our agent Linda Botros (Back-page
cover) for current fares.
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